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Paper
For Second Issue

Fractional Currency
by MILTON R. FRIEDBERG

A Brief Timetable of Paper Making

P AI'ER was invented about 2000 years ago in China and
moved to Japan ca. 610 by way of Korea. The techniques
made their way to Europe with the establishment of a

paper mill in Spain about 1150. Watermarks were introduced
for the first time in Italy ca. 1280.

The first paper mill in the United States was established by
Wm. Rittenhouse at Germantown, Pennsylvania in 1690. In
1726, Thomas Willcox started a paper mill on the west bank of
Chester Creek in the township of Concord in Delaware
County, Pennsylvania. This mill was the first producer of
security-type papers used during the Revolutionary War.

Cotton and linen fibers were the primary materials used for
paper until 1800, when the first non-rag plant was built in Eng-
land. Wood pulp (sulfite) is the most common paper ingre-
dient today and is the basis of all newsprint.

In 1862 Dr. Stuart Gwynne was commissioned by the
predecessor of the U.S. Bureau of Printing and Engraving to
make distinctive paper exclusively for U.S. currency. He
produced a layered paper consisting of two sheets with "spider
leg" fibers between. Fractional currency was produced between
1863 and 1869 using commercial bond paper or Dr. Gwynne's
"membrane" paper. In 1869, J.M. Willcox & Co., successor to
Thomas Willcox of Concord, near Philadelphia, was awarded a
contract to produce paper for fractional currency using two
colors, but the paper produced and used only had a band of
blue fibers. This paper was used for six months. In 1879, Crane
and Co. of Dalton, Massachusetts, received a commission to
produce paper for the Bureau of Engraving and Printing and
has been the sole supplier ever since.

Paper Making Procedures

Paper is basically a layer of linen or linen and cotton fibers that
have been wetted thoroughly and then laid on a tightly woven
wire screen to drain and mat. If no pressure is applied to the
layer, the material is similar to "fur felt" or "blotter paper!' The
composition and thickness of the applied fiber layer obviously
determines final thickness of the dried material and its absor-
bency. Blotter paper, cardboard, wallpaper, newsprint and
security paper are made in almost identical procedures, the
major differences being the fibers used, thickness of slurry
deposited (the mixture of fibers and water) and finish
processes applied.

In the earlier days of paper making the screen was a fur felt
pad. Later a hand-crafted device was made of various types of
fibers and strings woven together much like cloth. As the tech-
niques improved the screen was made from woven metal wires.
If the screen was primarily long wires rather closely-spaced
lengthwise and cross wires spaced relatively further apart the
paper was called "laid" paper. If the weave was identical in both

directions it produced "wove" paper. Those distinctions are still
applied.

The early paper was always hand-made within an open box-
like form that had the screen fastened to its bottom edges. In
the early 1800s, the Fourdrinier brothers of England developed
a very closely woven, continuous flexible wire screen that al-
lowed the slurry of felted fibers to drain as the screen moved
along through drying ovens and rollers. The Fourdrinier screen
and machines allowed the production of continuous paper,
which could be cut into various sized sheets or be gathered in
a roll. This invention was the start of making paper that would
be readily available at a reasonable cost.

A device to advertise the maker of the paper was a design or
initials placed on the screen before the slurry was added. When
the paper was completed, thinning of the paper over the design
produced an identifier called a watermark. These watermarks
became quite intricate and assisted in identifying unique and
distinctive papers. Unfortunately the watermark produces a
weak spot in the paper. The Bureau has used watermarks in rev-
enue, bond and philatelic papers. Watermarks were used for
the fourth issue of fractional currency, but were quickly discon-
tinued when the paper failed in service.

Paper Finishing Procedures

Paper is usually compressed in the latter stages of drying so as
to form a relatively smooth surface. In the hand-made papers
the pressure is applied by means of a pressure plate lowered
into the box and weighted to press onto the paper. Under
normal circumstances the wetted mixture does not fill the box
surface completely. The resulting selvedge of uneven contours
produces a "deckle edge," which is normally trimmed away in
the finishing operation. In addition, the paper thickness is
rarely consistent and varies with the uneven application of the
wet mix as well as the uneven pressure applied.

The paper is quite often sent through "Calendar Rolls," which
are quite similar to an old-fashioned washing machine
wringer. The Calendar Rolls press the paper and, in effect, "iron"
the paper surfaces. If the paper is sent through the rolls before
it is completely dry, the rolls can then also be used to set thick-
ness of the final product and the surface condition. Similar
rolls can be used to impress patterns in the surface and apply
sizing or other coatings.

Proof papers used for testing engraving dies are usually rela-
tively thick, soft papers that have been produced with a very
tight top surface and with a minimum of sizing. Sometimes a
grade of thin bamboo- or rice-based fiber paper is used on top
of a very soft blotter-like paper to proof unhardened dies. The
thin paper has a sufficiently hard surface that will accept the
ink but needs the cardboard backing to prevent damage of the
delicate lines of engraving in the soft steel.

The following edited excerpt from the June-July 1981 issue
of Paper Americana by W.S. Dean, II is an excellent description
of final surface treatment:

Sizing is what makes paper printable. Since almost all paper is
made by matting fibers together into sheet form, it is necessary to
give the paper a hard surface. This is called sizing the paper. The
process has been basically the same for hundreds of years. The
simple fact is that blotter paper is never sized. That should explain
what happens to writing or printing inks on unsized paper. It blots,
runs into the paper, but does not hold the shape of the words. ..
early European paper makers would pass newly made and dried
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sheets through a bath of gelatin which was made by boiling old
scraps of vellum and leather. This paste stiffened the fibers and gave
a glaze to the paper's surface. Modern paper is still sometimes
glazed using gelatin, but alum, soap, rosin, and potash are also sub-
stituted for the gelatin. Gelatin has proved absolutely harmless to
historical paper. Alum, rosin and potash, however, can eventually
be very damaging since they promote acid developing from the im-
purities and mineral content....

Intaglio Printing Procedures

In order to make the problems encountered understandable, it
is necessary to discuss the requirements of the printing process.
In practice, the currency engravers contribute to a single die for
the note desired. That die is used to make a transfer roll which
is then repeatedly rolled into a larger sheet of special steel until
the required number of duplicate images have been produced.
That larger sheet, called a plate, is inked until all the engraved
grooves are filled. The excess surface ink is then wiped away
and the plate, with a sheet of paper on it, is passed under a roll.
The roll exerts pressure so that the paper is pressed into the
inked grooves. If the pressure is great enough, and the paper
just soft enough, a perfect printed image appears. It was quickly
discovered that if the paper was slightly damp, it would pick up
the ink more easily. The dampening allowed additional lati-
tude in paper hardness and thickness variation and tended to
reduce the pressure needed when passing the die through the
pressure roller. The reduced pressure caused less damage to
plates, rolls and presses.

During the Civil War period the sources of security-grade-
paper became almost non-existent. The paper makers turned
to newsprint and magazine papers to meet the rising demand
for news. The higher grade writing papers were likewise in
short supply. High grade security paper that required 100%
clean white rags was in exceedingly short supply. This is readily
illustrated by the National Currency Bureau's (later to become
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing) use of captured Con-
federate paper with a "CSA" watermark to produce specimens
of fractional currency for distribution! The Bureau felt that the
bond paper they were forced to use for fractional currency just
didn't offer enough protection against counterfeiting. A goal of
the department was to produce a distinctive paper that was
unique to the currency of the United States government. The
Bureau issued an open bid for a supplier to meet these re-
quirements.

Papers were submitted by outside sources. Experimental
notes exist printed on "Olier" and "Hudson" papers. The Bureau
decided that these outside submissions were unsatisfactory
and entered into a contract with Dr. Gwynne to develop a satis-
factory distinctive and unique paper.

The Bureau also decided to add anti-counterfeiting devices
to the notes of the second issue of fractional currency. A gold-
like oval around the face vignette and a double-lined large
overprinted numeral of value on the back were added to reduce
the possibility of photographic reproduction. Also, gold-like
corner indicators were placed on some of the backs. These
corner indicators are believed to have been used to identify
different experiments of papers and printing methods, but
there has not yet been substantive proof of their purpose. The
"gold" was applied by printing a waterglas (sodium silicate)
solution on the paper using a rubber plate and then sprinkling
a bronze powder on the wet waterglas to produce the "gold"
printing. The sheet was normally dampened and dried for each

of these steps and was then turned over to repeat the process
for the other side of the paper. However, the point is that these
papers were dampened and dried many times during the in-
taglio printing process.

If the fibers used during the paper-making process were all
pointing in the same direction on the Fourdrinier screen, then
paper shrinking would be constant in the direction of the
fibers. However, if the fibers were randomly distributed the
shrinkage would be uniform in all directions. Part of Dr.
Gwynne's assignment was to correct this shrinkage problem.
Several experimental notes survive which show the attempts to
cut two different notes apart and then reassemble the halves to
measure the shrinkage. These notes are known with both ver-
tical and horizontal pairings.

An example of the 'Treas. Dpt." imprint.

A further oddity in the second issue of fractional currency
has been the appearance of a gold-like rectangle approximately
3/8" high by 1" long with the legend "Treas. Dpt" inside the rec-
tangle. The device is found normally in the corner of the note
either on face or back. The mystery surrounding the appear-
ance of this device was clarified in the testimony of William H.
Coleman (ass't clerk, paper dep't, 5/1865 to 10/1866), before a
congressional committee. The testimony was reproduced in
Document No. 23 of the 3rd Session of the 40th Congress:

Answer .	  Our idea was not but that any stamp which was put
on to the paper could be counterfeited, but that if it were done
we could bring to bear on those who did it the counterfeiting
laws for counterfeiting. The law provides for distinctive paper.
They had no distinctive paper; it was such bank-note paper as is
used by all bank note companies for printing. But by taking it
and imprinting it with a treasury stamp and making it treasury
paper we did make it really a distinctive paper.

Question .	  What species of a device was this, that you put on
the paper in your office, before you delivered it?

Answer .	  It was a simple stamp, consisting of a rectangle with
'Treas. Dpt" inside of it, which was printed on the corner, and
intended to accompany it through all its different stages.. ..

In going through the bronzing process, the rubber stamped
device also became bronzed along with the intended markings.
It is obvious that the existing examples of this device were not
always trimmed off the selvedge of the paper. In fact, the paper
counters were apparently careless and sometimes stamped the
device into the printing area. Collector and cataloger Valentine
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refers to a red device (V17f) on some notes, and we can assume
that this device was used on completed sheets of notes as a
marker of a fixed quantity when counted by the auditors.

Printing Procedures

Dr. Gwynne ingeniously attempted to solve the known prob-
lems. He produced a sandwich of two thin sheets of high
quality security paper approximately .010" thick and dis-
tributed various fibers (silk or silk and jute) and a binder (glue)
of an unknown material between the two layers. The sandwich
was then run through either Calendar Rolls or pressure plates
while the binder was set to bond the layers.

We know that the notes with the corner identification
1.-1-18-63" were printed on a paper that had an unsuccessful
binder. Many of the notes in existence show separation of the
two layers and any '1-1-18-63" note with a totally inverted back
is suspect as a split note that has been reassembled incorrectly.

Dr. Gwynne's paper was eventually accepted and succeeded
in becoming satisfactorily printed in high volume. Addition-
ally, he and Spencer Clark, the Chief Clerk of the Bureau, were
able to print the paper without having to dampen it.

Many political moves in the Bureau, the Plate Printers Union
and the outside bank note companies led to the replacement of
the Gwynne membrane paper by the Wilcox paper.
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PAPER MONEY is now coming to you
two weeks earlier than in the past.
Therefore, the deadline for all copy has
been changed. Please see page 169.

Articles for PAPER MONEY are ac-
cepted with the assumption they have
not been submitted elsewhere. Within 'a
reasonable amount of time your ar-
ticles, with permission, may be re-
printed in another journal, providing
proper credit is given.
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